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Even though a restaurant may receive different ratings across review platforms, people often see only one rating during a local search (e.g. “best burgers near me”). In this paper, we examine the differences in ratings between two commonly used review platforms—Google Maps and Yelp. We found that restaurant ratings on Google Maps are, on average, 0.7 stars higher than those on Yelp, with the increase being driven in large part by higher ratings for chain restaurants on Google Maps. We also found extensive diversity in top-ranked restaurants by geographic region across platforms. For example, for a given metropolitan area, there exists little overlap in its top ten lists of restaurants on Google Maps and Yelp. Our results problematize the use of a single review platform in local search and have implications for end users of ratings and local search technologies. We outline concrete design recommendations to improve communication of restaurant evaluation and discuss the potential causes for the divergence we observed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Restaurant ratings are both popular and influential. A number of restaurant review platforms, e.g., Yelp, Google Maps, TripAdvisor, Facebook, and Dianping, have become a critical source of information for restaurant patrons, surpassing newspapers and word-of-mouth in importance [16,25]. The user-provided ratings on these platforms also power local search technologies such as Google Search, where “restaurants near me” is the most popular local search query over the past five years [39]. Moreover, a restaurant’s average rating has been shown to have a significant effect on the restaurant’s revenue [17].

Despite the existence of multiple prominent review platforms, many local search technologies often highlight average ratings from only one review platform. Google Search elevates its own review platform, Google Maps, whereas Google’s competitors often use ratings from Yelp. In doing so, local search technologies inherently adopt a universal assessment assumption, i.e. that one platform’s average rating can suitably represent reviews on all platforms.

In reality, however, the same restaurant may receive different ratings across review platforms. An example can be seen in Figure 1, which depicts a Panera Bread restaurant shown in Google...
Maps (left) and Apple Maps (right). A Google Maps user will see this restaurant with four stars (out of five), while an Apple Maps user will see the same restaurant with three stars (out of five).

By displaying one review platform’s rating, local search technologies exhibit the universal assessment assumption and thereby may inadvertently prevent users from seeing the full picture about a restaurant. In the example above, users of Google Maps and Apple Maps miss out very different restaurant evaluations and may make different decisions on whether to patronize this Panera Bread. That being said, it is possible that the restaurant’s ranking on Google Maps is identical with its ranking on Apple Maps, and this may reduce the degree to which the absolute value of average rating makes a difference for real-world decisions.

To understand the implications of the universal assessment assumption, we investigated the magnitude of absolute and relative cross-platform differences in restaurant evaluation between two popular restaurant review platforms: Google Maps and Yelp. These two platforms not only have millions of users [40,41], but also provide ratings to widely-used local search technologies such as Google Search, Bing, and Apple Maps [42,43]. We gathered and analyzed parallel Google Maps and Yelp ratings for 21841 restaurants across seven metropolitan areas in the U.S.

Overall, we found evidence that problematizes the universal assessment assumption. 93% of the restaurants in our dataset have average Google Maps ratings that are higher than their corresponding average Yelp ratings. The mean difference in average rating between Google Maps and Yelp is 0.7 stars. For 24% of the restaurants in our dataset, their average Google Maps ratings are at least one star higher than their Yelp counterparts. We observed that these cross-platform differences are driven in large part by chain restaurants: on average, chain restaurants are rated 1.1 stars higher on Google Maps than on Yelp, whereas the equivalent figure for independent restaurants is 0.6 stars.

As a step toward understanding the implications of the flaws in the universal assessment assumption on local search results, we also investigated to what extent top-ranked restaurants differ across platforms. We saw little agreement in the top-ranked restaurants. For instance, the top-ten lists for the majority of the metropolitan areas in our dataset have only one restaurant in common across the two platforms.

We close the paper by discussing our results’ implications for end users and local search technologies, as well as providing concrete design recommendations to better inform users of potentially diverse restaurant assessments. Additionally, building upon prior work, we discuss the potential causes for the cross-platform differences we observed. Finally, we highlight how our findings support social computing researchers’ growing calls for multi-site studies [4].

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we first discuss two lines of literature that provide important foundation for our work: the literature on restaurant reviews and the literature on hotel reviews. Importantly,
both bodies of literature provide us with methodological guidance and potential factors that may influence rating production to help us interpret our findings.

Additionally, we specifically highlight another factor that is well investigated by the research community and has an impact on average ratings: the handling of fraudulent reviews.

### 2.1 Restaurant Reviews

Research on restaurant reviews has identified review platforms as a critical source of information for restaurant patrons [16,25]. Restaurant reviews strongly influence people’s restaurant choices, and therefore have a real-world impact [1,17]. For example, Luca and colleagues found that a 0.5-star increase in average Yelp rating causes an independent restaurant to have a 9% increase in revenue [17].

The vast majority of the literature on restaurant reviews has focused on characterizing ratings within a single review platform. Bakhshi and colleagues found restaurant ratings on CitySearch are correlated with price tier, geographic features, and weather [2]. Similarly, Jurafsky found that star ratings are correlated with restaurant categories and price tier on Yelp [11]. These studies led to our use of restaurant category and price tier in our characterization of cross-platform differences in average rating.

Fewer papers have taken a cross-platform lens to restaurant reviews. Wang examined reviews from Yelp, CitySearch, and Yahoo Local and found that Yelp reviewers are more prolific than reviewers on other platforms [31]. The paper provided the first hint that challenges the universal assessment assumption. Given the same set of restaurants, CitySearch and Yahoo Local have larger shares of one- and five-star ratings than Yelp in aggregate. Our study picks up where Wang left off by measuring and characterizing differences in average rating for a set of restaurants across platforms. Moreover, we consider the introduction of newer, more popular review platforms, such as Google Maps, and include a comparison of restaurant rankings.

Previous work has also highlighted several design features that may have influenced people’s rating behaviors. For example, Wang suggested that reputation features such as special recognition of high-quality reviews create more productive reviewers, who subsequently give lower ratings than novice reviewers [29,31]. Similarly, Kang and colleagues found that anonymity allows reviewers to provide more honest, negative feedback, as it helps them avoid reactions from the reviewed business and people with opposing views [12]. These studies helped us interpret our findings and identify potential causes for cross-platform differences in average rating.

### 2.2 Hotel Reviews

In contrast with the lack of cross-platform studies of restaurant reviews, a considerable amount of research on hotel reviews has taken a cross-platform approach. Many of these studies have focused on the linguistic features of hotel reviews [7,15,24,34,35]. For example, Xiang et al. compared hotel reviews from Yelp, TripAdvisor, and Expedia and found that sentiments on TripAdvisor and Expedia tend to be more positive than those on Yelp [32].

A few studies of hotel reviews found that the universal assessment assumption may not be true for hotels cross-listed on multiple review platforms and suggested various potential causes. For example, Zervas and colleagues observed that hotels rarely have consistent average ratings between Airbnb and TripAdvisor, and suggested that the two platforms’ different reviewer populations with potentially divergent aggregate preferences may be a reason [34]. Similarly, Eslami and colleagues cautioned that a hotel might be rated differently across Booking.com, Hotels.com, and Expedia.com due to differences in platform design [7]. These studies provided us with important context to interpret the observed cross-platform differences in our study.

The studies on hotel reviews also provide methodological guidance to our paper [7,34]. For instance, Zervas and colleagues examined the rankings of 1959 hotels that are cross-listed on
Airbnb and TripAdvisor and found them to be only weakly correlated [34]. In our work, we used a similar method by calculating the rank correlation between Google Maps and Yelp as part of a larger suite of analyses. Our work also takes inspiration from Eslami et al. [7], which compared 803 hotels’ absolute average ratings on Booking.com, Hotels.com, and Expedia.com and found different minimum values in the distribution of average ratings across platforms. We examined whether this phenomenon—or an analogous one—occurs in Google Maps and Yelp for restaurant ratings.

2.3 Fake Reviews

Both Google Maps and Yelp have a zero-tolerance policy for “fake reviews” [17]—reviews that are not written by real customers. While both platforms allow anyone to flag and report potential fake reviews [13,44], the two platforms have published different amounts of information about how they handle fake reviews. Google Maps states “(Google Maps) may take down reviews that are flagged as fake”, but no substantial information about the platform’s approach to the removal of fake reviews has been made public.

Yelp, on the other hand, has published multiple official announcements regarding its review filtering algorithm [45], which has been well studied by researchers [33]. The algorithm aims to automatically detect fake reviews, resulting in 16% of all the reviews submitted to Yelp being flagged [18]. These flagged reviews are not used to calculate a restaurant’s average rating and are displayed as “not recommended” in a separate section of the Yelp interface. Although the effectiveness of this filtering algorithm has been questioned by both business owners and Yelp reviewers [8], Luca and colleagues provided preliminary evidence supporting the algorithm’s capability to flag fake reviews [18]. Using a set of restaurants that were caught for soliciting fake reviews in a sting operation by Yelp, they found that the algorithm indeed flagged a larger share of reviews as fake from these restaurants than those that were not known for review fraud [18]. More recently, Mukherjee and colleagues found that the algorithm targets abnormal behaviors such as writing multiple reviews in a day and argued that the algorithm is “at least doing a reasonable job at filtering (fake reviews)” [22].

As fake positive reviews (i.e. fake reviews that are in favor of a business) are shown to be more widespread in online review platforms than fake negative reviews [18], Yelp’s filtering algorithm may potentially lead to its ratings being lower than those on Google Maps. However, given that both algorithms are proprietary (i.e. “black box”), it is impossible to make accurate external assessments of the role of these algorithms in our results. It could be that Google’s filtering algorithm is equally or more effective. We discuss this issue further in Discussion.

3 METHODS

This section first details how we collected and processed Google Maps and Yelp ratings for our 21841-restaurant dataset. We then introduce the key metric used to evaluate and describe pairwise difference in average rating. Finally, we unpack how we compared the top-ranked restaurants across platforms. Overall, this paper focuses on average rating and ranking, and we provide additional descriptive statistics about cross-platform differences in number of ratings in the Appendix.

3.1 Data Collection

We studied the two most influential review platforms in the U.S.—Google Maps and Yelp. A 2017 survey showed 81% and 59% of the U.S. population get information about local businesses from Google Maps and Yelp, respectively [43]. Moreover, both review platforms license their ratings to many different rating providers [46,47], including local search technologies used by millions of people in the U.S. and elsewhere, such as Apple Maps, Bing, and DuckDuckGo.
To collect data from Google Maps and Yelp, we faced two methodological challenges that have been highlighted in prior work [4]: (1) gathering a sufficiently large dataset and (2) collecting parallel data about restaurants across platforms.

3.1.1 Gathering a Sufficiently Large Dataset of Ratings

A common challenge in studying user-generated content is to gather a sufficient amount of high-quality data from a platform [4]. In our case, although both Google’s and Yelp’s API services provide extensive information about restaurants, they do not return all the data we are interested in such as the distribution of star ratings for a given restaurant, which was necessary to calculate the restaurant’s ranking.

To obtain more complete data than is possible through the platforms’ APIs, we first downloaded the Yelp Open Dataset. This dataset is published by Yelp and contains granular rating information for each restaurant [48]. It includes this information for restaurants located in seven metropolitan areas in the U.S., specifically, Phoenix (AZ), Las Vegas (NV), Cleveland (OH), Urbana-Champaign (IL), Madison (WI), Pittsburgh (PA), and Charlotte (NC). We discuss the limitation of this non-random sample further in Limitations. Following prior work [31,34], we removed restaurants that received fewer than ten ratings, resulting in 25316 restaurants. This filtering allowed us to focus on restaurants whose ratings are likely to be deemed reliable by users of local search technologies [28].

3.1.2 Collecting the Parallel Google Maps Data

After processing the Yelp Open Dataset, we faced the second challenge of data collection: collecting these restaurants’ parallel Google Maps ratings. To address this challenge, we followed prior work [31] and developed a script that can acquire a restaurant’s listing on Google Maps’ interface by searching for the combination of the restaurant’s Yelp name and address. The script2 was built upon the open-source Puppeteer library [37]. It slowly iterated through the 25316 restaurants from the Yelp Open Dataset (one restaurant per 60 seconds) to collect each restaurant’s rating distribution on Google Maps while avoiding any undue burden to the platform’s server [27].

We were able to retrieve 21945 (87%) restaurants from Google Maps out of the 25316 restaurants from the Yelp Open Dataset. Through manual inspection, we determined that most of the missing restaurants are either permanently closed or have addresses that do not lead to a restaurant listing on Google Maps. Similar to our processing of the Yelp Open Dataset, we removed the restaurants that have fewer than ten ratings on Google Maps, leaving us with 21841 restaurants in total.

We took efforts to verify that our script located the correct restaurant listings on Google Maps using the restaurant names and addresses from the Yelp Open Dataset. From the 21841 restaurants with parallel Yelp and Google Maps data, we sampled 50 restaurants randomly and manually inspected whether each restaurant’s Google Maps information truly matches with that of Yelp. We found that 49 (98%) restaurants were correctly matched. The only mismatched restaurant was shown to be permanently closed on Yelp but was incorrectly matched with a Google Maps restaurant listing nearby.

3.2 GoogleMinusYelp = Average Google Maps Rating – Average Yelp Rating

We constructed a very straightforward key metric, GoogleMinusYelp, to compare a restaurant’s average Google Maps rating with its average Yelp rating. We first calculated a restaurant’s average rating on each platform as the arithmetic mean of its rating distribution. We then calculated a restaurant’s GoogleMinusYelp as its average Google Maps rating subtracted by

2 https://github.com/hanlinl/restaurant-rating
its average Yelp rating. For a given restaurant, a positive GoogleMinusYelp value means that its average Google Maps rating is higher than its Yelp counterpart, and vice versa.

Notably, the average Google Maps and Yelp ratings we calculated may not be exactly what Google Maps and Yelp display on their interfaces. Yelp is known to round a restaurant’s arithmetic mean in ratings to the nearest half-star for display (e.g. a restaurant with an average rating of 3.7 stars will be shown as 3.5 stars) [17]. Therefore, on Yelp, the gap between a restaurant’s display rating and its arithmetic mean may be as large as 0.25 stars. In contrast, Google Maps does not publicize how a restaurant’s display rating is calculated. However, we found that Google Maps is most likely to use a restaurant’s arithmetic mean rounded to one decimal place; after our data collection, we manually inspected 200 randomly sampled restaurants and found their Google Maps display ratings are their arithmetic means rounded to one decimal place. Although anecdotal evidence suggests that some restaurants’ Google Maps’ display rating are not their rounded arithmetic means [5], for the restaurants in our dataset, the two metrics should be very close, if not identical.

As a restaurant’s display rating and average rating may be somewhat different on Yelp, we conducted our analysis in parallel using both rating metrics. Because using average rating leads to more precise comparison and characterization, below we primarily report results with average Yelp rating and report corresponding key statistics using Yelp display rating in footnotes. As will be seen below, the results from the two calculations are consistent.

### 3.2.1 Characterization Metrics for GoogleMinusYelp

In addition to identifying any pairwise differences in average rating across platforms (using the GoogleMinusYelp metric), we also wanted to characterize these differences. We investigated if any differences were being driven by a certain type of restaurant in particular. To do so, we classified each restaurant according to restaurant properties that are prominent on review platforms and/or used in prior work on restaurant reviews.

**Chain Status:** We sought to examine any cross-platform differences through the lens of chain status due to a hypothesis that emerged from anecdotal observation of cross-platform ratings. Restaurant chains have two distinct business models, i.e. the chain model and the franchise model [38]. However, restaurant customers commonly refer to restaurants operated under both models as chain restaurants. As such, in this paper, we consider both models as “chain restaurants” for simplicity.

Determining whether a restaurant is affiliated with a chain is not a trivial task [9]. To address this challenge, we first consulted two market research databases, Mintel [49] and Statista [50]. These two databases list large, national restaurant chains across the U.S. based on their numbers of locations. However, the databases turned out to be far from comprehensive. Following prior work [14], we supplemented these databases with a name-repetition approach that counted how many times each unique restaurant name occurs in our datasets. Any restaurant name that occurred more often than the least-repeated name from the two business databases was treated as indicative of a chain. This process resulted in us classifying any name that appeared at least 18 times as belonging to a chain. We identified 90 chains in total, ranging from McDonald’s with 342 locations to Which Wich with 19 locations. Overall, by our definition, 21% of the restaurants in our datasets are chain restaurants.

**Category:** Following prior work on restaurant ratings [11], we also used a restaurant’s categories, i.e. type of food (e.g. Thai) or type of service (e.g. buffet) to characterize GoogleMinusYelp. Although the restaurants in our datasets belong to 176 categories in total, many of the categories are uncommon. Therefore, to simplify our analysis, we only considered the most common 31 categories, to ensure a sufficient number of restaurants (at least 400) for each category in our analysis.

**Price tier:** Also following prior work [11], we included a restaurant’s price tier to examine whether restaurants of all price tiers exhibit an equal amount of GoogleMinusYelp.
3.2.2 Characterizing GoogleMinusYelp

Once our key and characterization metrics had been finalized, the remainder of our investigation consisted of straightforward descriptive analysis, statistical hypothesis tests (e.g. one-way ANOVA), and multivariate linear regression. In particular, our multivariate linear regression model predicts a restaurant’s GoogleMinusYelp value using its chain status, categories, and price tier. As a restaurant can belong to multiple categories according to Yelp, we describe each category using a dummy variable, with 1 marking the restaurant as belonging to a given category. The correlations among the independent variables in our model are no greater than 0.4. Furthermore, we calculated the variance inflation factor (VIF) for each independent variable and observed that all the values fall between 1.0 and 1.8, suggesting that multicollinearity is not severe in our model. Similarly, chain status is represented with a binary variable, with 1 marking a restaurant as a chain. Price tier is represented as an ordinal variable, ranging from 1 to 4 based on Yelp’s definition.

3.3 Relative Ranking

As local search technologies often use a ranked list to show restaurant results, we wanted to gain insights into how a restaurant’s ranking relative to other restaurants may vary across platforms. However, it is impossible to conduct a complete audit of local search results without access to local search technologies’ ranking algorithms as well as popular search queries. As a step toward answering this question, we leveraged ranking methods used in prior work [20] with information that is available to the public.

3.3.1 Ranking Approaches

Notably, when ranking star ratings, most applications will rank a restaurant with ten five-star ratings lower than a restaurant with 48 five-star ratings and two one-star ratings, even though the former has a higher average rating. As such, we applied two ranking approaches that have been used in prior work to account for this complication. The first approach is straightforward. Given a restaurant’s rating distribution, we simply calculated the lower bound of the distribution’s mean on a 95% confidence interval [20]. This lower bound value is then used to determine a restaurant’s ranking. Our second approach is recommended by Miller, which ranks a restaurant by the lower bound of its Bayesian approximation to the rating distribution’s mean [51]. We observed that the two ranking approaches resulted in metrics that are strongly correlated on both platforms (Google Maps: Spearman’s r=0.98, p<0.001; Yelp: Spearman’s r=0.95, p<0.001). Below we show our results using the first ranking approach, i.e. the lower bound of the distribution’s mean on a 95% confidence interval.

3.3.2 Comparing Top Restaurants in a Geographic Region Between Google Maps and Yelp

Our ranking metrics are based on the output of the ranking approach mentioned above but defined at different levels. More specifically, for each platform, we calculated each restaurant’s ranking at three levels: overall ranking, geographically-bounded ranking, and geographically-bounded category-specific ranking.

At the most general level, each platform’s overall ranking represents a restaurant’s ranking among the total 21841 restaurants on that platform.

At a more granular level, we defined a restaurant’s geographically-bounded ranking as its ranking among all the restaurants located in its geographic region. We used three different geographic units: metropolitan area (the largest unit), zip code, and census tract (the smallest unit). As a result, a restaurant has three geographically-bounded rankings per platform: rankings in the metropolitan area, in the zip code, and in the census tract. The ranking results for a geographic region can be seen as an attempt to approximate the ranking results of Google Maps and Yelp for that region. For example, our ranking of restaurants in a census tract based on Google
Maps ratings can be seen as analogous to querying top restaurants in that neighborhood on Google Maps.

We did not compare every zip code or census tract’s ranked list across platforms and only considered zip codes and census tracts whose numbers of restaurants are above a certain threshold. Because the cross-platform comparison of ranked lists requires a non-trivial number of restaurants per a geographic region, we examined zip codes with at least 60 restaurants and census tracts with at least eleven restaurants (the upper quartiles in number of restaurants per zip code and per census tract, respectively.) Additionally, because the Yelp Open Dataset does not have a good coverage of restaurants for the zip codes and census tracts near the edge of each metropolitan area, this process allows us to filter out these zip codes and census tracts. As a result, 130 zip codes satisfied the requirement and contain 67% of the restaurants in our dataset. 628 census tracts satisfied the requirement and contain 69% of the restaurants.

At the most granular level, we calculated a restaurant’s geographically-bounded category-specific ranking as an attempt to approximate local search queries such as “Mexican restaurants near me”. We considered the most commonly-searched categories, i.e. Mexican, Chinese, Italian, and seafood according to Google Trends [52], and focused on the geographic regions that have a sufficient number of these restaurants. For example, we selected the zip codes whose number of Mexican restaurants are above the upper quartile among all the zip codes in our dataset. For each of these zip codes, we then produced a ranked list of its Mexican restaurants. Because of the lack of restaurants belonging to the same category in a census tract, we omitted the census tract scale for the category-specific ranking analysis.

After calculating all these ranking metrics, we then compared the top \( n \) restaurants from each census tract, zip code, and metropolitan area between platforms. For example, we examined how many restaurants in a zip code’s top-five list from Google Maps are different than that from Yelp.

### 3.3.2.1 Sanity Check for Ranking by Metropolitan Area

We examined the ranked lists displayed on the native user interfaces of Google Maps and Yelp as a sanity check to ensure the basic ecological validity of our ranking approach. We collected the top ten restaurants returned by searching “restaurants near me” on Google Maps and Yelp in private browsing mode for the seven metropolitan areas on which our dataset focuses. We also did the same for the top Mexican, Chinese, Italian, and seafood restaurants. The cross-platform differences in top ten restaurants on the native user interfaces are largely consistent with our own ranking approach. However, it is worth noting that restaurant rankings on Google Maps and Yelp are likely to be influenced by various factors, such as personalization, time, and restaurant traffic. Therefore, more data is required to fully audit the rankings returned by Google Maps and Yelp.

## 4 RESULTS

We first present our results describing pairwise differences in average ratings between Google Maps and Yelp. We then characterize the differences we observed. Finally, we report how the top-\( n \) lists differ across the two platforms.

### 4.1 Average Rating

We see substantial differences in average ratings between Google Maps and Yelp, providing our first evidence that problematizes the universal assessment assumption. The mean of average Yelp ratings for the restaurants in our dataset is 3.5 stars (Median=3.6, SD=0.7, Min=1.0, Max=5.0) \(^3\), while the equivalent figure for Google Maps is 4.2 stars (Median=4.2, SD=0.4, Min=1.7, Max=5.0). Examining the distributions of average ratings on Google Maps and Yelp, we found

---

\(^3\) The mean in Yelp’s display rating (i.e. average rating rounded to the nearest half star) is 3.5 stars (Median = 3.5, SD=0.75, Median=3.5, Min=1, Max=5).
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that a four-star average rating is above the 72\textsuperscript{th} percentile on Yelp, but only above the 28\textsuperscript{th} percentile on Google Maps.

In terms of pairwise, restaurant-by-restaurant comparisons of average ratings, we found more evidence that challenges the universal assessment assumption. On average, the restaurants in our dataset are rated 0.7 stars higher on Google Maps than on Yelp. In other words, the mean GoogleMinusYelp metric defined in Methods is 0.7 stars\(^4\) (Median: 0.6, SD=0.5, Min=-1.8, Max=3.5, Q1=0.3, Q3=1.0). 93\% of the restaurants in our dataset have a positive GoogleMinusYelp value, and 24\% have a GoogleMinusYelp value equal to or greater than one star. In contrast, for only 0.1\% restaurants are their average Yelp ratings one star or higher than their Google Maps counterparts.

Figure 2 show that, overall, the restaurants in our dataset have somewhat correlated average ratings across platforms, suggesting that the universal assessment assumption somewhat holds in the ranking of all restaurants. The Pearson’s \(r\) in average rating across two platforms is 0.74 (\(p<0.001\))\(^5\) and the Spearman’s \(r\) in overall ranking (a restaurant’s ranking relative to all the other restaurants in our dataset as calculated in Methods) is 0.75 (\(p<0.001\)). Both correlations are well below 1.0 and suggest the higher-rated restaurants on one platform are only somewhat likely to be higher-rated on the other platform as well. Indeed, in our dataset, 20\% of the restaurants below the 50\textsuperscript{th} percentile in average Google Maps ratings are above the 50\textsuperscript{th} percentile in average Yelp ratings. As we will see below, this misalignment in ranking becomes worse when it comes to the important scenario of identifying top-ranked restaurants in specific geographic areas.

Figure 2 also highlights that Google Maps and Yelp have substantially different minimum average ratings, a phenomenon that also occurs in hotel review platforms [8]. The lowest-rated restaurant in Google Maps has 1.7 stars, while this figure is 1.0 for Yelp. Interestingly, the potential cause for the disparity in minimum value across hotel review platforms—one platform raising the lowest possible rating a reviewer can give from 1.0 to 2.5—does not apply to our finding here. Google Maps and Yelp have the same lowest possible rating: one star.

\(^{4}\) When using Yelp’s display rating, we found that the cross-platform difference between Yelp display rating and average Google Maps rating remains 0.7 stars on average (Median=0.6, SD=0.5, Min=-1.8, Max=3.5, Q1=0.3, Q3=1.0).

\(^{5}\) The Pearson’s \(r\) between Yelp display rating and average Google Maps rating is slightly lower, 0.72 (\(p<0.001\)).
We found that GoogleMinusYelp has strong associations with certain restaurant properties. Table 1 shows the ten restaurant properties with the largest coefficients in our multivariate linear regression. Below, we unpack the relationships between each restaurant property and GoogleMinusYelp in more detail.

**Chain status:** As can be seen in Table 1, a chain restaurant’s GoogleMinusYelp value is 0.5 stars higher than an independent restaurant in the same price tier and categories. Absent the price and category controls, the difference in mean for GoogleMinusYelp between chain restaurants and independent restaurants is also 0.5 stars. The average GoogleMinusYelp for chain restaurants is 1.1 stars (Median=1.1, SD=0.5, Q1=0.8, Q3=1.4), while it is 0.6 stars (Median=0.5, SD=0.5, Q1=0.3, Q3=0.8) for independent restaurants. Given the nearly equal variance between the two distributions of GoogleMinusYelp, we used a one-way ANOVA to test the significance of their differences and calculated Cohen’s d for effect size. We found the difference in GoogleMinusYelp between chain restaurants and independent restaurants is statistically significant (F(1, 21839)=4666.1, p<0.001) and of large effect size (Cohen’s d=1.2).

Figure 3 shows the distribution of chain and independent restaurant ratings across platforms in additional detail. Independent restaurants are rated higher than chain restaurants on both Google Maps (F(1, 21839)=4105.1, p<0.001) and Yelp (F(1, 21839)=8685.6, p<0.001). However, relative to independent restaurants, chain restaurants are evaluated differently between two platforms.

---

Table 1: A multivariate linear regression model to predict GoogleMinusYelp. The ten coefficients with the largest absolute values are shown here. Independent variables include chain status, price tier, and categories. Adjusted R-Squared=0.23

| Property            | coef  | std err | P>|t| |
|---------------------|-------|---------|-----|
| Chain Status        | 0.46  | 0.01    | <0.001 |
| Buffets             | 0.17  | 0.02    | <0.001 |
| Fast Food           | 0.12  | 0.01    | <0.001 |
| American Traditional| 0.10  | 0.01    | <0.001 |
| Delis               | -0.09 | 0.02    | <0.001 |
| Juice Bars Smoothies| -0.09 | 0.02    | <0.001 |
| Desserts            | -0.11 | 0.02    | <0.001 |
| Vegetarian          | -0.14 | 0.02    | <0.001 |
| Specialty Food      | -0.16 | 0.02    | <0.001 |
| Mediterranean       | -0.18 | 0.02    | <0.001 |

---

4.1.1 Characterization of GoogleMinusYelp

When we used Yelp’s display rating in lieu of average rating for paired, restaurant-to-restaurant comparison, the gap between chain restaurants and independent restaurants remains. Among chain restaurants, Yelp display rating is, on average, 1.1 stars below average Google Maps rating. The equivalent figure for independent restaurants is 0.6 stars.

---
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On Yelp, the mean of chain restaurants’ average ratings is 2.7 stars (Median=2.7, SD=0.7), 1.0 stars below the equivalent figure for independent restaurants—3.7 stars (Median=3.9, SD=0.4). On Google Maps, the mean of chain restaurants’ average ratings is 3.8 stars (Median=3.9, SD=0.4), 0.4 stars below the corresponding mean for independent restaurants—4.2 stars (Median=4.3, SD=0.4).

Importantly, however, within chain restaurants we do see some form of universal assessment across platforms. The ordinal ranking of chain brands is roughly consistent across the platforms. The 90 chains’ pooled average ratings from Google Maps and Yelp correlate strongly (Pearson’s r=0.94, p<0.001). On both platforms, In-N-Out Burger is the highest-rated chain and KFC is the lowest rated chain.

**Categories**: Table 1 has the nine category coefficients with the largest absolute effect sizes. Holding all else constant, buffet restaurants are associated with the largest increase in GoogleMinusYelp, while Mediterranean restaurants are associated with the smallest increase. However, the maximum category effect size is less than half of that of chain status.

Figure 4(a), which plots the distribution of GoogleMinusYelp per category, further illustrates the associations between GoogleMinusYelp and restaurant category. The mean GoogleMinusYelp among Mediterranean restaurants is 0.4, 0.3 stars lower than the equivalent figure among non-Mediterranean restaurants. Conversely, the mean GoogleMinusYelp among buffet restaurants is 0.8, 0.1 stars higher than the equivalent figure among non-buffet restaurants. Notably, in this univariate analysis, the fast food category has the largest mean GoogleMinusYelp: 1.0 star.

---

As a robustness check, we also used the median of average ratings per chain and the results are similar.
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Interestingly, Figure 4(b) shows that category ranking, based on each category’s pooled average rating⁸, remains consistent. In particular, the two platforms’ category rankings are strongly correlated (Spearman’s r=0.97, p<0.001). This finding provides some support for the universal assessment assumption at the category ranking level.

**Price tier:** In our regression model, price tier has a trivial effect size in predicting GoogleMinusYelp (coefficient=0.02, p<0.05). With all else constant, one unit of increase in price tier is associated with a 0.02-star increase in GoogleMinusYelp.

### 4.2 Differences in Top-Ranked Restaurants

In our comparison of top-ranked restaurants by geographic region, we found additional misalignments between Google Maps and Yelp, further problematizing the universal assessment assumption. Below, we report the misalignment in the top-n lists between platforms using our ranking approach, in addition to describing the results from our sanity check, which used the native user interfaces of Google Maps and Yelp at the metropolitan area level.

Figure 5 plots to what extent Google Maps’ and Yelp’s top-three lists (left) and top-five lists (right) differ. The chart’s first row represents the census tract level. For a non-trivial share of the census tracts considered in our study, the two platforms produce very different top-three and top-five lists. 40% of the census tracts have at least two restaurants different between their top-three lists from Google Maps and Yelp. In terms of top-five lists, 20% of these census tracts have at least three restaurants different between Google Maps and Yelp. These findings suggest that at the census tract level, the top-ranked restaurants on Google Maps may not always appear at the top on Yelp.

![Comparison of Top-Three Lists](image1.png)

![Comparison of Top-Five Lists](image2.png)

Figure 5: Percentage of geographic areas per number of restaurants different in top-three (left) and top-five (right) lists between Google Maps and Yelp

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxonomy</th>
<th>Phoenix, AZ</th>
<th>Las Vegas, NV</th>
<th>Cleveland, OH</th>
<th>Pittsburgh, PA</th>
<th>Charlotte, NC</th>
<th>Madison, WI</th>
<th>Urbana-Champaign, IL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>est. native</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>est. native</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexican</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seafood</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Number of restaurants that are different in the top-ten lists per metropolitan area between Google Maps and Yelp, using our own ranking approach (the *est.* column) and the native ranking results from two platforms’ user interfaces (the *native* column), respectively.

⁸ As a robustness check, we also used the median of average ratings per category and the results are similar.
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The second row in Figure 5 shows that a large share of the zip codes in our analysis have very different top-three and top-five lists, further challenging the universal assessment assumption. 65% zip codes' Google Maps top-three lists have at least two restaurants different from their corresponding Yelp lists. 67% zip codes' Google Maps top-five lists have at least three restaurants different from their corresponding Yelp lists, a large increase from 20% at the census tract level.

The remaining rows in Figure 5 consider four restaurant categories. Compared with the second row of the figure, a relatively small share of zip codes have very different top-ranked restaurants between Google Maps and Yelp for each category. In other words, two platforms tend to agree more on the top Mexican, Chinese, Italian, and seafood restaurants than they do on the top restaurants in general.

At the metropolitan area level, the top-three and top-five lists differ greatly between Google Maps and Yelp. The five largest metropolitan areas in our dataset have entirely unique top-three lists and top-five lists between Google Maps and Yelp. Overall, the misalignment in the top-n lists between Google Maps and Yelp increases as the geographic region granularity expands. In other words, our results suggest that the universal assessment assumption may become especially problematic when a local search query specifies a large geographic region, such as a metropolitan area.

Table 2 visualizes the comparison of top-ten lists at the metropolitan area level, using our rankings and those from Google Maps’ and Yelp’s native user interfaces. Based on our rankings, five out of the seven metropolitan areas in our dataset have nine restaurants different between their Google Maps and Yelp top-ten lists. Urbana-Champaign has the minimum number of restaurants different between platforms: five. Our sanity check using Google Maps’ and Yelp’s native ranking approaches yields consistent results: the top-ten lists from two platforms largely differ from each other and the number of restaurants different ranges from six to ten.

Table 2 also visualizes the substantial misalignment in top-ten lists faceted by popular categories per metropolitan area. The results from our ranking approach show less misalignment in the top-n lists across platforms than the previous category-agnostic comparison in most cases. This trend is also observed in our sanity check.

5 DISCUSSION

Our results suggest the universal assessment assumption that many local search technologies inherently adopt is likely flawed. In this section, we discuss the implications of these results for end users of ratings and local search technologies, as well as several design recommendations. We additionally hypothesize about the potential causes for the pairwise divergences in average ratings between Google Maps and Yelp. Finally, we discuss the implications of our results on rating research, outline the limitations of our study, and highlight opportunities for future work.

5.1 Implications for End Users of Ratings

At the highest level, the cross-platform differences in average rating suggest that average rating is not a universal metric that describes a restaurant across platforms. In other words, there is no such thing as "4.5-star restaurant", only a "4.5-star restaurant on Google Maps", a "4.5-star restaurant on Yelp", and so on. Recall that a restaurant with a four-star average rating on Yelp is ranked above 72% of the other restaurants in our dataset, but a restaurant with a four-star average rating on Google Maps is only ranked above 28% of the other restaurants. More generally, comparing different restaurants with different rating sources will very likely favor the restaurants from Google Maps, which are not necessarily better than the restaurants with lower average Yelp ratings.

For end users who consult both review platforms and who may have become aware of the general cross-platform differences, our results shed more light into the complexity in translating
average ratings between platforms. That is, simply adding 0.7 stars (the average value of GoogleMinusYelp for all restaurants) to a restaurant’s average Yelp rating does not make the value comparable with another restaurant’s average Google Maps rating. For instance, this adjustment should be 1.1 stars when comparing two chain restaurants and 0.4 stars when comparing two restaurants that are under the specialty food category. These complex translations between average Yelp rating and average Google Maps rating suggest that tools would be needed to perform a translation; simple addition is insufficient.

For end users who rely on a single review platform to compare restaurants, their choice of review platform may influence what top-ranked restaurants they see. Our ranking experiments showed that top-ranked restaurants likely differ between Google Maps and Yelp, especially in large geographic regions, e.g. a metropolitan area. Therefore, even though these two platforms have somewhat correlated average ratings, Yelp users and Google Maps users might still come to different conclusions about which restaurants they expect to outperform the others.

These results paint a challenging picture: both ratings and rankings are inconsistent between Google Maps and Yelp. How, then, should end users find good restaurants? Our results imply a bit of guidance here. First, we suggest that Yelp might be well-suited for customers who prefer independent restaurants strongly. Although chain restaurants are rated lower than independent restaurants on both platforms, the gap is more prominent on Yelp. Therefore, chain restaurants are likely to appear at the bottom of a ranked list on Yelp. For customers who strongly prefer independent restaurants, Yelp may help them effectively avoid chain restaurants, whereas Google Maps may present many chain options mixed with independent restaurants.

Second, our comparison of top-ranked restaurants by geographic region suggests that consulting both Google Maps and Yelp may result in more top-ranked restaurant results, especially when the specified geographic region is large. In the case of needing more restaurant options, end users may consider exploring different review platforms and local search technologies.

5.2 Implications for Local Search Technologies

Below, we first discuss local search technologies’ potential business constraints that may drive them to avoid integrating ratings from multiple review platforms. We then categorize our potential design recommendations for local search technologies into three categories based on how flexible these constraints are likely to be.

5.2.1 Tension between Platform Diversity and Business Incentives

The findings above highlight a key tension between the business incentives of companies that run local search technologies and their goal to help their users make well-informed restaurant decisions. Our results demonstrate that users would likely be better informed if local search technologies display ratings from multiple review platforms, but there are a number of business pressures that push local search companies towards single-platform approaches.

First, local search technologies want to minimize the licensing fees necessary to acquire ratings from review platforms. Both Google Maps and Yelp charge a service fee for heavy use of their APIs, which can be a financial burden to local search technologies. As such, local search technologies likely have a financial incentive to source ratings from a single review platform. Put another way, by displaying multiple review platforms’ average ratings next to each other, local search technologies could highlight diverse restaurant evaluations to their end users; however, the associated costs may make this approach unfeasible in the near future.

Second, local search technologies’ business relationships with review platforms potentially introduce an additional constraint on what rating sources they could use. A company like Google that has its own review platform will want to elevate its own review platform over others when possible. Indeed, Google Search prioritizes Google Maps’ ratings over other rating sources (e.g. Yelp, TripAdvisor, and Facebook). In turn, competitors of Google will want to avoid promoting
Google Maps and find other review platforms as rating sources. This can be seen among Apple Maps (competitor of Google Maps) and Bing (competitor of Google Search), which refrain from using Google Maps ratings and leverage other rating sources. Put simply, local search technologies are likely to avoid promoting competing review platforms or platforms owned by competitors as their source of ratings.

More generally, our results can provide another data point to inform the growing discussion about monopoly power in the technology industry [19,26]. The findings above suggest that displaying the ratings of multiple review platforms is beneficial for users, meaning that there likely is at least a small degree of consumer harm when a local search technology spotlights only one platform’s reviews. This harm is potentially magnified if the absence (or reduced prominence) of a review platform leads to fewer participants in that platform, a process that has been described as a “death spiral” [21]. Given these risks and the scale of local search technologies’ influence, more research is needed to inform policy decisions on the potential monopoly power in local search.

5.2.2 Design Recommendations for Local Search Technologies

The potential business constraints mentioned above have direct impacts on what design recommendations are feasible to implement in local search technologies, at least over the short-term. Below, we discuss design recommendations that range from incremental changes to transformative changes, depending on how dismissible these potential constraints may be.

5.2.2.1 Design Recommendations Under Full Constraints

Chain restaurants’ greater cross-platform differences suggest that local search technologies may consider faceting local search results by chain status. By separating independent restaurants from chain restaurants, local search technologies will help customers of independent restaurants, who account for the majority of restaurant businesses [36], see average ratings that more suitably represent evaluations from other platforms. It is worth noting that prior research on faceted search has suggested that this approach may be overwhelming to end users, especially when end users have already specific targets in mind [23]. As such, when implementing faceted search, local search technologies need to consider this trade-off, especially when users are searching for specific restaurant names.

Our study also points to another metric that may be of value in communicating restaurant evaluation for chain restaurants specifically. As shown in our results, reviewers across all platforms have reached a consensus on the best or worst chains. Local search technologies may consider integrating this ranking when displaying chain restaurants, e.g. “In-N-Out Burger (#1 chain)".

Another immediate takeaway from our study is that local search technologies should avoid using different review platforms for different restaurants when presenting ratings. This applies to the current ways that Apple Maps and Bing display ratings. Apple Maps uses Yelp as a rating source for some restaurants, but TripAdvisor for others. Bing does the same but with ratings from Facebook instead of TripAdvisor. These use cases of average ratings promote the notion that average rating is a universal metric across platforms. However, our results on the cross-platform differences in average rating dispute this notion and suggest that average ratings of different restaurants from different review platforms are not comparable.

Lastly, local search technologies may consider adding percentile-based metrics so average ratings are standardized. This will provide helpful context for new users of a local search technology. For example, a long-term Google Search user who is used to seeing higher average ratings may be confused by the consistently lower average ratings after switching to Bing and even think that there are no truly good restaurants nearby. Having a percentile indicating how well a restaurant perform relative to others on Yelp may help to disparage this misunderstanding. That being said, this recommendation does not guarantee to eliminate cross-platform differences.
in percentile. As noted above in our results, the percentile metric still does not produce consistent results across platforms and the top-ranked restaurants are largely different. Nonetheless, the percentile may still be a useful and straightforward metric for end users of ratings.

5.2.2.2 Design Recommendations Under Somewhat Flexible Business Constraints

Given people’s overwhelming use of local search to find good restaurants [43], local search technologies might want to highlight the diversity in top-ranked restaurants across review platforms, especially when the specified geographic area is large. For example, when responding to a “best restaurants in London” query, Google Search might consider showing the lists from Yelp, TripAdvisor, Facebook, etc. directly in its search result page, in lieu of blue links.

For the restaurant properties that are associated with the largest cross-platform differences in average rating, such as chain and buffet restaurants, local search technologies might consider highlighting the diversity of restaurant assessment for them in particular. For example, when a user searches for chain restaurants, a local search technology may acquire restaurant assessments from various review platforms instead of merely relying on its primary review platform.

5.2.2.3 Design Recommendations Under No Business Constraints

In the case where local search technologies have the full capacity to leverage ratings from all review platforms, local search technologies may consider displaying a restaurant’s average ratings from various review platforms in a co-equal fashion to highlight any cross-platform difference. Currently, Google Search puts a restaurant’s average Google Maps rating in a knowledge panel (an information box displayed on the right side of search results) and the restaurant’s average ratings from other review platforms, e.g. Yelp, TripAdvisor, Facebook, in blue links. Because Google Search users prioritize information in knowledge panels over blue links [19], they may easily overlook information provided by review platforms other than Google Maps. By displaying average ratings from all review platforms in its knowledge panel, Google Search may better inform users of any potential cross-platform differences in average rating.

Taking a step further from displaying multiple average ratings, local search technologies may even implement features to explain any cross-platform difference in average ratings. For example, such features may extract detailed opinions from restaurant reviews [30] about different aspects of restaurant assessment, e.g. “Yelp reviewers like this restaurant’s service”.

There exists another approach that may help users of local search technologies to find good restaurants without exposing them to a plethora of information from multiple review platforms. Local search technologies may consider what platform’s ratings to display based on users’ personal preferences. For example, we observed that in aggregate, Yelp reviewers have a strong distaste for chain restaurants relative to Google Maps reviewers. Similarly, in aggregate, Yelp reviewers favor specialty food restaurants and Mediterranean restaurants relative to Google Maps reviewers, as these two categories have the lowest GoogleMinusYelp values. As such, local search technologies may consider whether a user’ preferences align better with Yelp reviewers or Google Maps reviewers and personalize the source of ratings for the user.

5.3 Potential Causes for Cross-Platform Differences

As mentioned in Related Work, prior studies on review platforms have suggested ratings can be influenced by various factors, which may have led to different ratings on different review platforms. Although our study does not investigate what led to cross-platform differences in ratings, we reflect on a few potential causes based on prior work.

One potential cause for Google Maps’ higher average ratings may be the lack of anonymity on the platform relative to Yelp. In the rating domain, the extent of anonymity on a review platform has been shown to be positively linked with the proportion of negative ratings from reviewers [31]. Due to fear of retaliation and harassment, people often avoid harsh criticism when they believe others can identify them [12]. Although both Google Maps and Yelp require reviewers to set up their profiles before giving a rating, Yelp offers a greater extent of anonymity.
than Google Maps. While Google Maps’ interface displays a reviewer’s full name based on the reviewer’s profile, Yelp’s interface only displays a reviewer’s first name and the first letter of the reviewer’s last name. Additionally, a Google Maps reviewer’s profile connects to a variety of Google products, including interpersonal communication tools such as Gmail, possibly limiting the reviewer’s freedom to use pseudonyms in their profiles. Together, these design decisions may potentially lead Google Maps reviewers to be more disinclined to give low ratings to restaurants than Yelp reviewers, and thereby, raise Google Maps’ average ratings.

Another possible explanation for Google Maps’ higher average ratings is the platform potentially filtering a smaller share of fake positive reviews, i.e. highly positive reviews not written by real restaurant customers. Empirical work on review fraud has presented evidence of independent restaurants soliciting fake positive reviews for themselves [18]. Between Google Maps and Yelp, Yelp’s filtering algorithm has been shown to automatically label and remove a non-trivial share of all ratings submitted as fake (as many as 16% [18]). In contrast, no rigorous evidence about Google Maps’ systematic removal of fake ratings has been made public. Future work may consider leveraging established fake review detection mechanisms [22] to explore this hypothesis. Such future studies may start with independent restaurants whose average Yelp ratings reach the theoretical minimum, i.e. one-star, but are higher on Google Maps. As independent restaurants with lower average ratings have stronger motivations to commit review fraud [18], their ratings on Google Maps might consist of a larger share of fake positive ratings than others. However, it is worth noting that fake positive reviews are unlikely a major reason for Google Maps’ higher ratings. While independent restaurants’ average Google Maps ratings are 0.7 stars higher than their Yelp counterparts, chain restaurants, who are less likely to have fake positive reviews, are rated even higher on Google Maps with an increase of 1.1 stars.

The reputation features on Yelp may have also played a role in lowering the platform’s average ratings relative to Google Maps. In 2010, Wang argued that reputation features on Yelp, i.e. votes and Elite badges, are the major reasons for the platform’s larger share of prolific reviewers than anonymous review platforms such as Yahoo Local [31]. As prolific reviewers tend to provide lower ratings [29], Yelp’s reputation features may have driven its average ratings down. In contrast, Google Maps does not provide as strong reputation-based incentives as Yelp. For example, the equivalent elite badge feature on Google Maps, the Local Guide program, is less selective. While Yelp reviews their users’ applications for Elite badges and renew the badges annually, Google Maps’ Local Guide badges are simply based on total number of contributions [53].

Lastly, GoogleMinusYelp’s associations with chain status and restaurant categories and our results on category ranking support Zervas and colleagues’ suggestion that reviewers from different platforms may have different preferences in aggregate [34]. If the two platforms’ reviewers share similar tastes, we should expect GoogleMinusYelp to be somewhat consistent across different chain statuses and restaurant categories. However, as detailed above, GoogleMinusYelp is larger among chain restaurants and buffet restaurants, which suggests Google Maps reviewers may favor these restaurants more than Yelp reviewers in aggregate. Similarly, salad and Asian Fusion restaurants are ranked higher on Yelp than on Google Maps, indicating reviewers’ different aggregate preferences across platforms.

5.4 Implications for Research

Our results suggest that research on restaurant review platforms should take a multi-site approach. Given the magnitude of cross-platform differences we observed, it reasonable to hypothesize that findings observed on Yelp might not generalize to Google Maps and vice versa. The existing literature on restaurant ratings often focuses on a single review platform, as described in Related Work [2,3,11,17]. Future work on ratings may want to consider validating
prior findings from a single review platform with other platforms. For example, Bakhshi and colleagues found that bad weather is associated with lower ratings on Yelp [2]; will this association occur on Google Maps as well? More generally, our study provides yet more support for social computing researchers’ calls for more multi-site studies [4].

5.5 Limitations

One important limitation in our study is that our analyses focused on the local search landscape in the U.S. and thereby may not be generalizable to other geographic contexts. Moreover, given that Yelp and Google Maps may not be popular in other countries, future work should extend its focus beyond these two platforms.

Relatedly, as mentioned in Methods, to collect a restaurant’s rating distribution, we took advantage of the Yelp Open Dataset, a decision limiting our data to seven metropolitan areas in the U.S. As a result, our findings may be not representative of restaurants located in rural areas in particular. However, given that the majority of the U.S. population resides in urban areas [6], our results still speak to the likely experience of a large share of the population. Future work may want to consider using population-weighted sampling to construct datasets that are more representative of the distribution of the U.S. population along the rural-urban spectrum.

In processing the Yelp Open Dataset, we filtered out restaurants that have fewer than ten ratings, which may have introduced another limitation to our analyses. Future work may consider experimenting with different filtering strategies and examine their impact on restaurants’ cross-platform differences.

6 FUTURE WORK

Given the popularity of local search technologies, our study points to an interesting research topic at the intersection of social computing and spatial computing. Future work may consider conducting a large audit of review platforms using improved simulation of local search queries. Our results on the differences in top-ranked restaurants provide some preliminary insights into this area; more formal, comprehensive audits are needed to understand how restaurant ratings influence what restaurants people visit. For example, inspired by Johnson and colleagues’ approach that leverages taxi trip datasets to audit routing algorithms [10], future work could use geotagged social media data (e.g. check-ins at restaurants) to infer where local search queries may have happened. This more ecologically valid approach may uncover real-world differences in local search results.

Researchers studying geotagged user-generated content may want to further their investigation in cross-platform differences. While our study focused on the average rating metric, future work may explore whether a restaurant’s geographic location is associated with cross-platform difference in number of ratings. In the Appendix, we provide the key descriptive statistics on number of ratings from our dataset, faceted by chain status, restaurant category, and price tier. Our results suggest that reviewers of Google Maps and Yelp rate different types of restaurants. For example, on Yelp, chain restaurants gain fewer ratings than independent restaurants, whereas on Google Maps, the opposite is true. User-generated content research may further examine this divergence in depth in consideration of geographic factors such as demographics and rurality. For example, future work could investigate whether restaurants located in areas with different demographics exhibit an equal amount of cross-platform differences in number of ratings.

7 CONCLUSION

Examining the two most popular restaurant review platforms in the U.S., Google Maps and Yelp, we found that restaurant ratings on Google Maps are, on average, 0.7 stars higher than those
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on Yelp. We observed that this increase is larger among chain restaurants than independent restaurants. Additionally, we found extensive diversity in the top-ranked restaurants for a given metropolitan area between Google Maps and Yelp. Our study problematizes the use of a single, primary review platform as a source for ratings in local search technologies and point to corresponding design recommendations.
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APPENDIX

This section provides descriptive statistics about cross-platform differences in the number of ratings in our dataset to assist future work in understanding what restaurants people rate.

Descriptive Statistics about Number of Ratings on Google Maps and Yelp

In general, the restaurants in our datasets have more ratings on Google Maps than on Yelp, and their numbers of ratings are weakly correlated across platforms (Spearman’s r=0.33, p<0.001). Both platforms’ numbers of ratings follow a long-tail distribution (Yelp: Mean=114, Median=55, Min=10, Max=7968; Google Maps: Mean=370, Median=225, Min=10, Max=38211), and the median number of rating on Google Maps is higher than the median on Yelp. Because of the long-tail distribution and our samples being paired, we used a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to test two distributions’ difference and found it to be statistically significant (p<0.001).

Figure 6 visualizes whether chain or independent restaurants have more ratings on each platform, using log-transformed number of ratings. While chain restaurants receive more ratings than independent restaurants on Google Maps, we observe an opposite trend on Yelp. A Mann-Whitney U test indicated that the number of ratings is higher for chain restaurants (Median=310)

Figure 6: Log-transformed numbers of ratings from Google Maps and Yelp, faceted by chain status. Error bars indicate standard deviation.

Figure 7: Restaurant category ranking by median number of ratings on Google Maps (x-axis) and Yelp (y-axis)
than for independent restaurants (Median=206) on Google Maps (p<0.001). On Yelp, however, we observed an opposite trend: a Mann-Whitney U test indicated that chain restaurants receive a smaller number of ratings than independent restaurants (p<0.001). The median number of ratings is 27 for chain restaurants and the equivalent figure for independent restaurants is 70.

Moreover, the categories with more (or fewer) ratings on Google Maps are not the ones with more (or fewer) ratings on Yelp. We observed substantial inconsistencies in category ranking based on the median number of ratings. In Figure 7, above the line, we see some categories ranked higher in number of ratings on Yelp than on Google Maps, including Thai, Asian Fusion, Vegetarian, and Japanese. Conversely, below the line are the categories ranked lower on Yelp than on Google Maps, such as Fast Food, Burgers, and Tex-Mex.

Finally, Figure 8 plots the log-transformed number of ratings per price tier on both platforms. On each platform, a Kruskal Wallis Test indicated that there is a statistically significant difference in number of ratings across price tiers (Google Maps: H(3)=264.6, p<0.001; Yelp: H(3)=2558.0, p<0.001). The second lowest price tier has the highest median in number of ratings on Google Maps, whereas the highest price tier has the highest median on Yelp.